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Free Download Available For You!

Visit: shannonOdeconda.com

Complete the speaker survey and the download will be 
sent to your email
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Audra the Auditor 
Asks…
• Recently while reviewing pediatric cases, 

documentation was reviewed that implied 
the physician visualized the patient during 
the  telehealth visit. 

• Upon research, there was no 
documentation in the notes that the patient 
was seen or visualized, although there were 
notes about the discussion with the 
caregiver about the signs and symptoms in 
these cases.

• How specific does the provider have to be?

Yuling is having trouble when 
reviewing a certain style of 
note…
With the 2021 guidelines, one grey area that we are unclear of is the 
difference between: “1 undiagnosed new problem with uncertain prognosis” 
(level 4) vs. “1 acute, uncomplicated illness or injury” (level 3). An example:

S: Complaining of right ear pain. This started about 2 days ago, worsened last 
night. Mom treated with ibuprofen, she notes that she came to her later in 
the evening with a draining ear and reported the pain had improved. She 
has had a cold for several days which mom thought was improving.

O: She is seen in the office accompanied by her mother. She appears 
generally well. T: 97.3. Wt: 52 lbs.

Ears: Left canal is clear, TM is injected, decreased mobility on insufflation but 
no pain. Right canal is clear, TM is shiny but erythematous, there is pain on 
insufflation. Perforation likely by history, but not grossly visible.

A/P: Bilateral acute otitis media with perforation on right. Amoxicillin 250 
mg chewtabs, 3 tabs 3 times daily x10 days. Follow-up in 1 month. Time 
spent: 15 minutes.

My “opinion”, is that an ear infection is an acute uncomplicated problem, 
but the providers office appealed and identified it as “undiagnosed new 
problem with uncertain prognosis”.
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Sabrina is 
frustrated…

Is visualization of images 
on independent 
interpretation of testing 
required to be 
documented in order to
count in the MDM?

We have no claims policy 
indicating it does, so I am 
looking for authoritative 
guidance.

Chandler’s Team needs help…

Can you, once and for all define RX 
Management vs. OTC use? 

Please consider terms and 
documentation usage such as 
continue medication. 

What really counts as RX 
management?
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Glenda wants to know

• Is medical necessity still “a thing” in 
2021 or will MDM compensate for 
that pattern in our auditing?

Gerald asks…

I am asking for thoughts on pre-populated 
check boxes or templated documentation that 
indicates labs and/or imaging has been 
reviewed through validation of them checking 
the box. 

There is a MACRO statement that populates in 
the note, however, it is the same statement in 
all notes, and is not specific.

Thoughts?
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Justine 
asks…

At what point is a presenting problem  considered as a 
problem  addressed?

Shakira 
Asks…

What are some 
examples of issues 
that would be eligible 
for separate E&M 
coding on the same 
day as a procedure 
such as wound care?
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Haley asked 
Vanesha, and then 
they both asked…

Can you please discuss the separation of Preventive 
Exams and New Problem relevant to 2021 Guidelines?

Patient Chart SamplesPatient Chart Samples
Office Visit- PediatricsOffice Visit- Pediatrics
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Patient Chart SamplesPatient Chart Samples
Office Visit- OrthoOffice Visit- Ortho
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Free Download Available For You!

Visit: shannonOdeconda.com

Complete the speaker survey and the download will be 
sent to your email

Shannon O. DeConda

Corporate Location: Knoxville, TN

Physical Location: Merritt Island, FL

P: 1-877-418-5564

Web: www.NAMAS.co        

Email: sdeconda@drsmgmt.com

Questions?
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